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Denmark: The Addressee Apparently Fled the Country
by Alan Warren

 The Danish registered cover is addressed to the Dagmar-
hus, an office building near the Town Hall in Copenhagen. 
The building was taken over by Germany as the headquarters 
of the German Reich Plenipotentiary in 1943. The letter was 
mailed May 4, 1945, from the German Consulate in Aabenraa 
to the German plenipotentiary in 
Copenhagen. The strip of five 10-
øre Christian X definitives paid 
the 20-øre country rate plus the 
30-øre registry fee.

It arrived in Copenhagen May 
7. However, Germany surren-
dered on May 5. The letter was 
held in Copenhagen until July 
28. It was opened and resealed 
with a Danish post office seal. 
The addressee had obviously left 
,and the letter was not deliverable. 

The pink label on the front 
directed that the letter be re-
turned, but no doubt the German 
Consulate in Aabenraa had fled as 
well. It was handstamped on the 
back with “Flyttet, hvorhen vides 
ikke” (Moved, where not known).

The cover but not the hand-
stamp is reduced in size.
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The Editorial and a Plea
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

 I have a lot to say today.
First, an alert concerning the amended article about the unmail-

able and undeliverable cards. Since I wrote the first iteration  of 
this article in the July newsletter and since I put an amended 
article on our web site, there has been extensive new research 
done by me that has resulted in a number of new findings and 
resultant rewrites. After thinking about this for awhile, I decided 
that the best way to communicate these changes was to completely 
redo the article in this newsletter. Therefore, please ignore the 
July article and its internet replacement. In an effort to not let this 
amended article, that contains a fair amount of repeat material, 
overwhelm this newsletter, I’ve extended this newsletter to 16 
pages because there is a large amount of new material.

Second, I am concerned that most of this newsletter is written 
by me. At Stampshow 2014 there were many neat items that were 
presented by members at the “Show and Tell.” At the time I made 
an impassioned plea that AMC members please send me 300 dpi 
images of their items so that I could write them up in a subsequent 
newsletter. Only Alan Warren responded, and thus his item is in 
this Auxiliary Markings. If people cannot send images of their 
great items on to me, I’m afraid that the newsletter content will 
continue to reflect only my interests.

Third, it has been very exciting to me to learn how little is 
known about the return process for unmailable and undeliverable 

postal and post cards. Since I have found that very little of this 
information exists in the literature, I am writing it up for a number 
of resources (in order to make certain that the information gets 
out there). In each case the articles have a different flavor, and 
a different editor so I feel that new articles are appropriate. Two 
articles have been written for the US Specialist. They are (1) “The 
Return of Unmailable Postal and Post Cards,” in the August issue, 
and (2) “The Return of Undeliverable Postal and Post Cards” 
in the Oct. issue. Finally, I have written an article for the 400th 
Anniversary issue of the United Postal Stationery Society journal 
titled “The Return of Unmailable and Undeliverable Domestic 
Surface First-Class Postal Cards.” 

In addition, fourth, it has also been very interesting to see the  
response of various readers to the articles themselves. Specifically, 
these articles have caused many readers to send me images or de-
scriptions of cards that either are similar to ones I have illustrated 
or represent uses different from the ones I have shown.

Finally, over the years readers of this newsletter have presum-
ably noticed many articles concerned with the Held for Postage 
process. In fact, there is a summary version on the AMC website 
of the many associated hs that have been located. We are about 
to put together the final revision of this publication, including an 
introductory section that explains the Held for Postage process 
in detail.

President’s Message
by Ralph H. Nafziger

 At the APS StampShow in Hartford, CT in August, about 20 
individuals attended our “Show and Tell” session. Ten attendees 
presented and described their covers. A number of unusual mark-
ings were discussed. Among these were a Danish cover mailed a 
day before VE Day with a ‘moved, where not known’ marking; 
‘U.S. charged to collect-6¢’ (not a customs, but a San Francisco 
marking); ‘forwarding order outlawed’; ‘mailed in Mexico with 
U.S. stamps affixed’; ‘please do not remail in business reply 
envelope’; ‘cancel delayed/launching after post office closed’; 
“demolished/gone away/not known’; ‘retorned to sender/adresse 
unknown’ (misspellings); and ‘if addressee fails to pay 61¢ postage 
due/ return to mail recovery section.’ Thanks go to all of those 
who showed their covers.

It is that time of year when dues are due. Annual dues remain 
at $15, if paid by December 31. After that date, dues are $18. Why 

not remit your dues while you are thinking about it? You may use 
the form included in this newsletter or pay on-line on our website 
www.postal-markings.org.

The next “Show and Tell” meeting will be held at Ameri-
StampExpo at the Riverside Convention Center, Riverside, CA, 
February 13-15, 2015. The sessions have proven to be popular, 
with much information shared.

It is not too early to begin thinking about exhibiting at our next 
annual meeting. It will be held at ROPEX, Canandaigua Civic 
Center, Canandaigua, NY, May 15-17, 2015. I would like to see 
more new auxiliary markings exhibits. Visit www.rpastamps.com 
for an application form. If you would like to present a seminar, 
please let me know.

A reminder to please send scans of any new or unusual aux-
iliary marking to catalog editor, Nancy Clark (nbc@cape.com).
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Service Suspended
by Thierry Delespesse

 From 2011 until 2014, I attempted correspondence with vari-
ous peacekeepers in the country of Somalia. In all cases the covers 
were returned to me with various handstamps that indicated that 
service was temporarily suspended. The first cover was mailed on 
Oct. 6, 2011, and, because I put my return address on the cover’s 
reverse, it received a really interesting hs with a pointing finger 

pointing to the upper left hand corner stating ‘RETURN AD-
DRESS / GOES HERE, NOT / ON BACK.’ then, on the back we 
find the more usual ‘SERVICE TEMPORARILY / SUSPENDED 
/ RETURN TO SENDER.’

As I sent a series of additional covers to Somali, they received 
(a) a series of deteriorating similar markings, then (b) a series of 
new markings to replace the deteriorating marking. All markings 
are dated and are shown actual size.

Oct. 6, 2011

May 15, 2012

Oct. 2012

Sept. 2013

May 2014

Oct. 2013
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Mystery Receiving Markings?
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

This brief article illustrates a type of marking on cover backs 
that are new to me. I have seen this marking on three registered 
covers from 1896 and 1897, all incoming to New York City. The 
cover in Figure 1 illustrates one of the covers. It is a Dec. 18, 
1896 registered letter with a Dec. 18, 1896 New York City Branch 
Post office receiving mark on the cover’s reverse (also shown in 
Figure 1). In addition, on the reverse, also illustrated in Figure 1, 
is one of the handstamps that are a mystery to me. It is a circular 
marking with the12, 17, 1896 presumed receiving date as well as 
a large letter ‘O.’

 

 

   

        
  

         
   Figure 1

Also shown, in Figures 2, are two similar reverse markings on 
two other registered incoming covers to New York City.

     

     
   Figure 2

All the markings include a date associated with a large single 
letter. I unsuccessfully searched Len Piszkiewicz’s book on Chi-
cago Postal Markings and Postal History in the hope of finding 
similar markings. As a reverse marking, with a date associated 
with the date of receipt of each cover, along with a single letter, I 
am guessing that these are receiver carrier markings. The markings 
are all shown actual size.

A Plea for a Correct Address
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

This post card was inadequately 
addressed to a rural route. Apparently 
the rural route carrier for this item knew 
where the addressee lived (R.F.D. No. 1 
BOX No. 31) and readdressed the post 
card correctly to this address. He or 
she then made a plea that the addressee 
please tell his correspondents what his 
correct address was. The card, not the 
hs, is reduced in size.
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This multi-part article presents the history of how first-class 
postal and post cards that were unmailable and undeliverable 
in the US domestic mails were handled from the postal card 
introduction in May 1873, to the introduction of private mailing 
cards on July 1, 1898, until the present day. Postal and post cards 
were unmailable at the offices of mailing and transit while they 
were undeliverable at the offices of delivery. Specific reasons for 
these two types of returns will be discussed as specific examples 
are shown. We will see that these two types of mail were consid-
ered to be poor relatives of similarly handled first-class letters. 
Throughout the article, postal and post cards are reduced in size 
but not the auxiliary markings. Since the first version of this 
article appeared in July, new research and new use examples 
have been discovered requiring that I revise that article, and 
rewrite it here. Please ignore the July article completely.

This multi-part article is divided into 7 sections, each defined 
by the different manner in which postal and post cards were 
handled. They are:

(1) 1873-87 - postal card returns not allowed
(2) 1887-93 - undeliverable single postal card returns al-

lowed; 1887-present - unmailable misdirected postal and post 
card mailing and transit office returns allowed; 1898-1958 - re-
turn for postage allowed

(3) 1893-1913 - undeliverable single postal and post card re-
turns not allowed; 1893-Nov. 6, 1941 - such returns of reply-paid 
cards free and allowed

(4) 1913-24 - undeliverable local postal and post card and all 
reply-paid returns allowed; returns of non-local cards not allowed

(5) 1924-Nov. 6, 1941 - undeliverable local postal and post 
card returns allowed; all reply-paid returns allowed; non-local 
undeliverable cards returns allowed only if paid                     

(6) Nov. 6, 1941-1985 - all local and non-local undeliverable 
cards returns allowed only if paid; 1958 to 1985 - undeliverable 
reply-paid cards returned free; 1974-present - return for postage 
allowed for post cards only

(7) 1985-present - all postal and post cards returns allowed 
and free 

I had been collecting these uses for over 20 years, but most 
aggressively over the past two years, when I realized how diffi-
cult it was to find them. When I noticed how difficult this was, 
I began to ask members of the United Postal Stationery Society 
and dealers if my perception of this difficulty of acquisition was 
correct. They agreed with me, especially when they noticed how 
few examples they knew of, especially before 1985. As I have 
ferreted out the laws that govern this process, I now know why 
this is so. It is because in many cases such returns were either 
not free or in the case of post cards few had return addresses 
that allowed their return. I will demonstrate this.

1873-1887 - Postal cards were introduced into the US mails 
in May of 1873. The first mention that I have been able find 
concerning their return was this reference in paragraph #6 of  the 
November 1873 US Mail and PO Assistant: “Postal cards must 
not be returned to the writer (RTW); they must not be advertised; 
not remailed to the DLO; if undelivered in 60 days, they should 
be burned.” Similarly we find the following statement in the Oc-
tober 1874 US Mail and PO Assistant: “They must not bear any 
abusive, scurrilous, or obscene matter. They are not returnable to 
the writer except by a new postage at letter rates. If unmailable, 
undeliverable or refused, not to be sent to DLO but should be 
destroyed by burning at the end of 60 days of receipt, except 
those having articles of value attached to them and those upon 

The Return of Unmailable and Undeliverable Postal and Post Cards, Revised, Part 1
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

which scurrilous epithets have been written or printed or disloyal 
devices printed or engraved, which exceptions should be sent to the 
Dead Letter Office (DLO).” Note that I am unable to find any 
evidence that these items sent to the DLO were ever returned 
to the writer. That is, in this regards, postal and post cards 
(later) were never handled the same as letters.

Therefore, there should be no returned unmailable or undeliv-
erable postal cards from 1873 to 1879, and I have none nor have 
I seen any in the literature. Note, per October 1874 US Mail and 
PO Assistant, in theory there could be a 1873-87 RTW undeliver-
able example paid at letter rates, but I’ve never seen an example.

The 1879 Postal Laws & Regulations (Approved March 3, 
1879) in Sect. 481 states: “Unclaimed postal card wholly written, 
will be sent to the DLO with the regular return at the expiration 
of 30 days,” and says nothing else. Again, to repeat, I cannot 
find any evidence that once they were returned to the DLO, 
they were returned to the writer. So, as best I can determine, 
until the publication of the 1887 PL&R, there should be no postal 
cards RTW.

1887-1893 - As announced in the 1887 PL&R, section 526, 
major changes occurred in how misdirected (inadequately ad-
dressed) matter was handled from the mailing office. “Misdirected 
matter should be returned to the sender, if he be known, with the 
words stamped or written thereon, ‘Returned for Better Direction’ 
(RFBD).” Section 546 of the same PL&R said essentially the 
same thing for misdirected matter reaching the office of transit.  
I believe that the nondescript word matter encompasses postal 
cards, as we’ll see in Figure 2, and even later for post cards (as of 
July 1, 1898) and also later for other postal cards. That is, I believe 
that confirmation of this fact (that the word matter encompasses 
cards) is that I have so many examples of cards that were RFBD. 
Incidently, this process remains true at least through 1954. 

The 1892 postal card in Figure 1 was ‘RETURNED FOR 
BETTER DIRECTIONS’ from the office of mailing. The incorrect 
post office of address (Portland, Md) was changed by the writer (to 
Maine), and the card was remailed on April 8 without additional 
cost. Such free remailing from the office of mailing was first 
allowed as of the January 1881 Postal Guide in ruling 206 that 
stated: “If a letter is returned to sender for better direction after the 
stamps theron have been canceled, it should be forwarded when 
redirected, without additional charge for postage.”

   

          
   Figure 1
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In theory there are other types of unmailable matter to be con-
sidered. However, since by their nature domestic rate postal cards 
are fully paid, they cannot be unmailable as unpaid and returned 
for postage. And, obscene and similar matter would be returned 
only to the DLO and then destroyed and thus never RTW.

At the same time, section 595 of the 1887 PL&R reported a 
major change in how undeliverable mail was handled as it stated: 
“When the message upon an unclaimed postal card is wholly or 
partly written, and the name and address of the writer is disclosed, 
the same shall be returned to writer after 30 days from date of 
receipt, with the words ‘Returned to Writer,’ stamped thereon, 
and his name written underneath across the face of the card.” 
Note that this is the first ruling published that allowed the RTW 
of undeliverable postal cards. Since reply-paid postal cards were 
only introduced on Oct. 25, 1892, this law only referred to single 
cards. Also note that this ruling was rescinded in the 1893 PL&R. 

The 1892 postal card in Figure 2, mailed from Flemington, 
to Camden, N.J. was undeliverable, and thus was correctly RTW. 
The reason for the return was not required until the 1893 PL&R, 
but is unreadable, anyway.

   

   Figure 2

1893-1913 - As mentioned in the last section, as of 1893, 
unclaimed single postal cards were no longer RTW. Section 552 of 
the 1893 PL&R stated: “Single, unclaimed postal cards, wholly or 
partly in writing, will be sent to the DLO with the regular returns 
of unclaimed matter.” Private mailing cards (“post cards”) were 
added to this statement in Sec. 673 of the 1902 PL&R (presumably, 
really added as of July 1, 1898). Again, to repeat, I cannot find 
any evidence that once they were returned to the DLO, they 
were returned to the writer. The same section also said: “Double 
postal cards, when unclaimed, will be RTS when the address of 
the sender can be ascertained; otherwise they will be sent to the 
DLO. Care must be taken in indorsing and returning double cards, 
not to deface or destroy the unused half.” This is the first time this 
latter statement was made in an official document.

In the same PL&R, Sec. 551, paragraph 7, for the first time, 
we find: “All request, card, or official matter of any class RTS 
must bear on its face the reason for such return--such as ‘RE-
FUSED,’ ‘REMOVED,’ ‘PRESENT ADDRESS UNKNOWN,’ 
‘DECEASED,’ ‘UNCLAIMED,’ ‘CANNOT BE FOUND,’ etc., 

and must also, in every instance, be indorsed, returned to writer, 
and bear the postmark of the office from which it is returned.”

This is probably a good time to mention an important aspect of 
the RTW process for post cards. They can only be returned if (a) 
they have a return address or (b) if the postmaster who wants to 
return one happens to know the card’s sender. Anyone who collects 
post cards knows that it is very uncommon for one to have a return 
address. Therefore, even if one is unmailable or undeliverable, it 
most likely unreturnable and therefore examples of such returns 
are very uncommon and quite desirable.

What about postal and post cards that were found to be unmail-
able because they were misdirected at the offices of mailing and 
transit? Sections 481 and 502 of the 1893 PL&R are essentially 
the same in content as Sec. 526 and 546 of the 1887 PL&R re 
unmailable matter such as postal and cards (that is, they could be 
RFBD and remailed without new postage). In Figures 3 and Figure 
4 we have two postal cards mailed from Chicago, one in 1894, 
the second in 1896. In each case the post office of address was 
one such that the the office of mailing noted that there was ‘NO 
SUCH OFFICE IN STATE NAMED.’ Each marking is associated 
with a different number, 1 and 2, numbers that I believe indicate 
two different clerks in the office. On the second postal card, the 
address was corrected, and, as we have seen before, the card was 
correctly remailed free on February 26, 1896.

   

   Figure 3

   Figure 4

The 1898 postal card in Figure 5 was mailed from Tacoma, 
Wash. addressed to Coychu, Wash. It was ‘Return to writer for 
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better direction.’ by the office of mailing as ‘No such Post Office 
in State named.’ The address was not corrected, and the card was 
thus not remailed.

   
 

 
     Figure 5

The 1905 postal card in Figure 6 was mailed from Berkshire, 
N.Y.  Because it contains the ultimate example of an inadequate 
address (none at all), it was returned by the mailing office with 
a fancy pointing hand that states ‘HELD For Better Direction.’ 
Again, the inadequate address was not corrected by the card’s 
writer, and so it was not remailed. 

   

  
       Figure 6

The 1912 post card in Figure 7 exemplifies the misdirecting 
process. It was mailed from Wilson, North Dakota, and was 
noted to be addressed to Edendale, Cal. Since the mailing office 
postmaster knew that there was ‘NO SUCH OFFICE IN STATE 
NAMED,’ he wrote ‘Misdirected’ on the card and returned it to 
the writer (there was a return address on the card!). The writer 
was asked to ‘Note this address and have it corrected.’ He did not, 
and the card was not remailed.

    Figure 7

The earlier examples shown returned during the 1893-1913 
period were examples of unmailable cards found to be misdirected 
at the office of mailing. As noted before, when addresses for such 
matter were corrected, the items were correctly remailed free of 
charge. 

What about items that were misdirected but reached the offices 
of address (the delivery offices)? Note that these items were unde-
liverable, but they were not necessarily unclaimed in the classic 
sense. As we will see, after 1913, such items, if non-local, were 
to be destroyed or sold as waste so I believe that from 1893 to 
1913, they were probably non-returnable. 

To this point, this article has not considered the type of unmail-
able matter that was insufficiently paid and returned for postage. 
This is because by their very nature, the first domestic postal cards 
were prepaid the 1¢ postage on them, so until private post cards 
were introduced on July 1, 1898, there could not be short paid 
domestic cards, and so none could be unmailable as short paid 
and thus returned for postage before this date.

However, what about cards after July 1, 1898? Certainly until 
the war tax rates of WWI were introduced from Nov. 2, 1917 to 
July 1, 1919, postal cards could never be short paid. What about 
post cards? I cannot find any announcement from July 1, 1898 until 
the 1902 PL&R was published (Apr. 1, 1902), but here is what 
Sec. 571, paragraph 2 of the 1902 PL&R stated: “If any unpaid 
or insufficiently paid letter or other matter bear the card or the 
address of the sender, or he be known to or can be conveniently 
ascertained by the postmaster, and is within the delivery of the 
office, the letter or package will at once be returned to him for 
proper postage.” This was followed by paragraph 3: “Where the 
sender of any unpaid or insufficiently paid letter or other matter 
is not known or can not be conveniently ascertained, such matter 
will, on receipt thereof, be indorsed  “HELD FOR POSTAGE,” 
the addressee notified by the next mail, by an official card (Form 
1543) or otherwise, of such detention and the amount of postage 
required and requested to remit the same.”

For the longest time I couldn’t determine whether this set of 
two laws referred to post cards, especially when the phrase the 
letter or package was part of them. BUT, because (a) the phrase 
the letter or package isn’t part of paragraph 3, and (b) as we’ll 
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see, neither of the similar paragraphs of the 1913 PL&R have 
this phrase, and (c) obviously, the paragraphs refer to post cards 
because there are hundreds of post cards that have been Held for 
Postage as per paragraph 3, it is now clear that Sec. 571, para-
graphs 2 and 3, do indeed refer to the return of post cards, 
and that until Oct. 8, 1958, insufficiently paid post cards 
could be returned for postage because this combination of 
laws remained true until then. Why, then as we’ll see, are there 
relatively few pre-1954 post cards that were returned to the sender 
for postage? Simple! Few post cards have a return address on 
them, and so they cannot be returned to the sender.

The post card in Figure 8 was unpaid with a return address. 
This allowed it to be RTW for the 1¢ postage due. This 1¢ was 
paid, and was not cancelled as it should have been. Nevertheless, 
it was presumably then sent on to the addressee. Again, this type 
of use is wonderful and scarce to rare. It makes looking at the 
back of post cards at post card shows worth while.

   
     
    Figure 8  

The March 4, 1907 PB 3233 stated: “Cards bearing glass, met-
al, mica, sand, tinsel, or other similar substances, are unmailable, 
except when enclosed in envelopes.” 

The 1907 card shown in Figure 9 illustrates such an unmail-
able post card with glitter on it (on the reverse). It was indeed 
“UNMAILABLE,” as the handstamp on it indicates, and could 
be returned to writer because of the return address. It could only 
have been subsequently remailed in a protective envelope. 

   Figure 9

As I’ve noted earlier in this section, unclaimed double postal 
cards could lawfully be returned to the writer, if he be known. 

The next two returned reply-paid postal cards demonstrate 

examples of this law. The first is an intact postal card from 1905 
that is illustrated in Figure 10 that was lawfully RTW as undeliv-
erable (‘Unclaimed’) because the addressee was ‘NOT THERE.’ 

   

              
      Figure 10

The next, 1912 reply-paid domestic card shown in Figure 11, 
was also lawfully returned to the writer because it was undeliv-
erable as it was ‘Unclaimed.’ Note the hs ‘Not in P.O. Directory’ 
and the manuscript addresses that indicate unsuccessful attempts 
made to locate the addressee.

 

  

         
     Figure 11
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As mentioned at this section’s beginning, as of 1893, un-
claimed postal cards were no longer allowed to be RTW as Section 
552 of the 1893 PL&R stated: “Single, unclaimed postal cards, 
wholly or partly in writing, will be sent to the DLO with the regular 
returns of unclaimed matter.” 

In spite of this and other statements that will be given later, it 
is not surprising to the author that there are a significant number of 
undeliverable, single postal and post cards known that apparently 
were incorrectly returned to the writer from 1893 until 1985. This 
is because, I believe, that the rules for returning postal and post 
cards varied so much over the years that it was difficult for post 
office workers to keep up with the laws and regulations for their 
return. Just one example of such an unallowed return is illustrated 
in Figure 12 (many more are known). This undeliverable, single 
local July 31, 1893 Tacoma, Wash. postal card was incorrectly 
‘RETURNED/ TO/WRITER/UNCLAIMED.’ To emphasize how 
much such laws varied, from 1913 until 1941, such local returns 
were allowed, whereas they were not allowed from 1893 to 1913.

 

 
  

   Figure 12

1913-1924 - Unmailable/misdirected postal and post cards 
at the offices of mailing and transit continued to be RFBD 
without requiring new postage (Sec. 546 of the 1913 PL&R). 

However, a significant change in how the return of undeliver-
able domestic postal and post cards was handled occurred with the 
publication of the 1913 PL&R. Sec. 634 of that document stated: 
“Unpaid, misdirected, unmailable, and unclaimed domestic postal 
and post cards deposited for local delivery shall be returned to the 
sender when they bear his card address. All other undeliverable 
domestic cards shall be held for reclamation two weeks and then 
if not delivered shall be destroyed or disposed of as waste by the 
postmasters, except that such as are obscene or scurrilous or bear 
uncancelled postage stamps shall be sent to the Division of Dead 
Letters. Before being disposed of as waste, the written commu-
nications on undeliverable cards shall be cancelled or mutilated 
so as to prevent improper use of the correspondence. 

Double postal cards, when unclaimed, shall be returned to 
sender when the address of the sender can be ascertained.”

The ability to return undeliverable local postal and post cards 
is new. The method of handling of double postal cards was un-
changed.

The 1923 post card in Figure 15 was mailed in Seattle and 
addressed to no city in North Dakota. Because it contained a re-
turn address, it could be returned to the writer by the mailing post 
office for an address correction, as indicated by the hs ‘Insufficient 
Address / Returned for better directions.’ No address correction 
occurred, and the card was not remailed.

ress

    
      Figure 15

As I indicated in the prior section, I now believe that insuffi-
ciently paid post cards could be returned for postage. The non-local 
unpaid post card in Figure 16 was mailed in 1918 when the war 
tax was in effect, and the post card rate was 2¢. Note that the 
indicium in the upper right corner did not reflect this new rate. 
However the handstamps on the post card did.  

This post card was ‘Returned for Postage’ and ‘Postage Due 
2¢’ from the mailing office. The due postage was not paid, and 
the card was not remailed.

       

             
   Figure 16
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The undeliverable local Philadelphia 1920 postal card in Figure 
17 was ‘Unclaimed’ and lawfully ‘Returned to Writer’ because it 
was a local use. Note that since it was undeliverable, the hs ‘Do 
not use this envelope or wrapper again’ was appropriate. In my 
experience this latter marking really means that if the item was 
remailed, it required new postage.

   

     Figure 17

In a future newsletter, I will continue this complex story of 
how unmailable and undeliverable postal and post cards were 
returned in the domestic mails.  

Auxiliary Markings - Issue 44            October 2014

This 1914 postal card was evidently inadequately 
addressed as indicated by the very unusual ‘Have your 
mail Addressed to new number, North, East, South 
or West.’ Not only was the addressee asked to make 
certain that the address number was correct, but that 
the map direction also be placed correctly. This latter 
surprises me as the city of address is not a large one. 
The marking is shown actual size. 

A Plea for a Correct Address
by Merle Farrington

 This 1967 post card from France to Seattle, 
Washington received a rather unusual handstamp 
‘Received at Seattle, Wash. / Stamps Not Can-
celled (sic).’ Conforming to this marking is the 
‘SEP 19, 1967 SEATTLE, WASH.’ CDS. It is 
interesting to me that the receiving Seattle Post 
Office felt it necessary to cancel the uncanceled 
stamp. The marking is shown actual size.

Uncanceled Stamp
by Tony Wawrukiewicz
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Excess Writing on Address Part of Cards
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

There are a number of types of unmailable postal and/or post 
cards. These include cards that are:

(a) Returned for Postage – paid less than one rate
(b) Misdirected – with inadequate address
(c) Post Cards with Other Substances Attached – coated with 

material that could damage mail handling machines
(d) Cards with Excess Writing on Address Part of Cards
(e) Postal Cards with Address Tags Before 1876
(f) Postal Cards with Pasted-on Matter
(g) Obscene or Scurrilous Content
Types (a), (b), and (c) have been discussed in this AMC 

newsletter.
In this article I will discuss only cards that fit category d: have 

excess writing on the address part of cards. When I first thought 
about this type of umailable card, I mistakenly thought that it 
rarely, if ever was returned to the writer when it was unmailable. 

Concerning this type of unmailable card, the May, 1881 United 
States Official Postal Guide, order No. 50, stated:

“No printing or writing is permitted on the address side of 
postal cards, except that imprinted at the manufactory, and such 
as may be necessary for the proper direction of the same. All 
postal cards bearing any other writing or printing on the address 
side are declared unmailable, and must be returned to sender by 
the postmaster at the office where they mail have been mailed.”

This statement was repeated in the January 1882 Postal Guide.
Admonitions about the inappropriateness of writing or printing 

anything but the address on the address side were seen as early as 
the January, 1874 United States Mail and Post Office Assistant, 
but these earlier admonitions mentioned nothing about returning 
them to the sender. Note that these earlier notices did suggest that 
if this occurred, that they could only be mailed at the letter rates 
from the mailing office. Subsequent PL&Rs (1879 and following) 
and later documernts such as the 1970 Postal Service Manual all 
mentioned that postal and post cards with excess information in 
the address area (other than address-related) could only be mailed 
at letter rates. Robert Stendel in his excellent U.S. Domestic Postal 
Card Regulations – 1874 to 1885 illustrates two examples of this 
type of unmailable, non-returnable, postal card (pp. 7-8). In both 
cases the cards were correctly mailed at the letter rate because 
they contained excess information on the address side of the card. 
He also illustrates examples where this kind of extra writing was 
erroneously allowed without additional postage. Neither Stendel 
or the author has seen any such pre-1887 unmailable card returned 
to the writer. 

After 1887, how were erroneously addressed cards handled? 
Keep in mind that these cards could only be mailed at the mailing 
office at letter rates. Therefore, if they were misaddressed in some 
manner, and were mailed at the card rate, they were insufficiently 
paid.

After 1883, various postal documents through 1958 said the 
following about wholly unpaid or matter paid at less than one full 
rate first-class matter:

“1913 PL&R: Sec. 545. When any letter of the first-class 
wholly unpaid or paid less than one full rate,...shall be deposited 
in any post office for delivery in the United States, it shall be 
postmarked with date of receipt, rated up, and the amount of 
deficient postage noted thereon.

“2. When the matter described in the preceding paragraph 
bears the card or address of the sender, or if he be known or be 
conveniently located by the postmaster, and is within the delivery 
of the office, it shall be at once returned to him for the required 

postage. The stamps originally affixed to such matter shall, when 
the matter is again presented for mailing, be accepted in payment 
of postage to the amount of their face value. If the sender be not 
within the delivery limits of the office, he should be, if known, 
notified that the matter is held for postage, and if the postage be 
not furnished within two weeks, the addressee should be notified 
as provided in the following paragraph,

“3.When the postage is not furnished by the sender or he is not 
known or can not be conveniently be located, the matter shall be 
indorsed ‘held for postage’ and the addressee notified by next mail, 
by an official card (Form 3548), or otherwise, of such detention 
and the amount of postage required.

“4. After the addressee of unpaid or insufficiently paid matter 
held for postage has been notified of the amount of postage due 
thereon, such matter shall be held not longer than two weeks, un-
less the office of address be so remote from the office of mailing 
that the postage could not be received from the addressee within 
that time, in which case the matter shall be held not longer than 
four weeks; except that six weeks may be allowed for the notice 
to be dispatched and returned between any post office in the Ter-
ritory of Hawaii and any other United States post office outside 
the Territories of Hawaii and Alaska, and 90 days for such service 
between any post office in the Territory of Alaska and any other 
United States post office not in the same Territory. If within the 
prescribed time, the required postage is received, stamps of the val-
ue thereof shall be affixed to the matter in such manner as to cover 
a part of the words ‘Held for postage’ and the matter dispatched.

“5. If the sender of any insufficiently paid letter or other matter 
shall pay the postage, after dispatch of notice to addressee, it shall 
be indorsed ‘Postage subsequently paid by writer,’ the necessary 
stamps affixed and canceled, and the matter dispatched.”

Nowhere does it mention that the matter should be sent directly 
due to the addressee.

Therefore, if a card be mailed incorrectly at the card rate 
instead of the letter rate because there was excessive writing in 
the address area, it should either be returned for postage from the 
writer or held for postage from the writer or the addressee.

The postal card in Figure 1 is a 1943 postal card where the 
address is wholly on the incorrect (reverse side) while message is 
incorrectly on the address side. Therefore, the card needed to be 
mailed at the 3¢ per up to one ounce letter rate of the time, and 
was short paid 2¢. It was thus ‘Returned for postage / Postage 
Due 2 cents,’ as per the  statement in the PL&R. The writer paid 
the 2¢ due in the form of a 2¢ stamp on the card’s reverse, and 
the card was then correctly sent on to the addressee. 

It was only when I saw the example in Figure 1 that I realized 
that such misaddressed items could be returned to the writer for 
postage.

In fact it was seeing this item that caused me to aggressively 
search out similar uses like the one in Figure 2. This 1909 Los 
Angeles post card was initially franked with the 1¢ Washington 
Franklin definitive earlier on August 18, 1909. At this mailing 
office, the postal worker noted two things, (a) that the writing on 
the card edged over into the address region of the card, and (b) 
there was a return address that the worker circled in red. The card 
was then correctly ‘RETURN FOR POSTAGE’ for the 1¢ postage 
due because there was excess writing on the address section of the 
card. The writer then sent on a second 1¢ Washington Franklin 
definitive  to  correctly  make  up  the letter rate due because the 
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        Figure 1 

    
   Figure 2    

       
address area was compromised by card text extending into the 
address region of the post card.

The two examples of excessive writing on the cards in the first 
two figures were only seen by me after I saw the two examples I 
now show. In these two other examples, in both cases the postage 
due was collected from the addressee but not through the held 
for postage process that I would have expected to be used, as 
we have seen, because that was the law. Why not? I am guessing 

that the postage due collection occurred as it did because the laws 
and regulations were too complex and difficult for the workers 
to keep straight.

In the first card, shown in Figure 3, the text on the left also 
extended incorrectly into the address side of the card. Therefore, 
the 1¢ postage paid initially on this 1912 post card was insufficient 
as the unmailable card should have been franked at the letter rate 
of 2¢. Since there was no return address, the card should have 
been held for postage from the addressee, but it wasn’t. Instead 
the card was incorrectly labeled ‘DUE 1 CENT’ with the amount 
due collected directly from the addressee as indicated by the 1¢ 
due stamp.

   Figure 3

The same incorrect handling occurred in the case of the card 
in Figure 4, a 1942 Stillwater, Oklahoma postal card where the 
message overwhelms the address. This caused the postal card to 
be considered a letter, requiring letter postage of 3¢ an ounce to 
be incorrectly collected from the addressee, as indicated by the 2¢ 
postage due stamp placed on the card. Note that the card wasn’t 
mailed at the letter rate, but rather was charged postage due at 
the letter rate. Since the card was addressed to a location outside 
the delivery area of the mailing office, and since the sender was 
unknown, the card should have been held for postage and the ad-
dressee notified of postage due (1940 PL&R, Sec. 723). However, 
the postal clerk recognized the incorrect character of the excess 
writing, even though the subsequent handling wasn’t correct. 

   Figure 4
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The History of Dead Letter Branches and Their Return Envelopes, 1917-Present
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

I suspect that many collectors are aware that the Dead Letter 
Offices or Branches used penalty envelopes to return letters that 
were mailed without the sender’s card (return) address on the 
envelope and that were unmailable or undeliverable. Such letters 
cannot be directly returned to the writer, and are then sent to a 
DLO or DL Branch where they are opened, and if possible, the 
writer is determined and the letter returned to the writer.

From 1860 until early 1917, there was only one place where 
these items were sent for disposition, Washington, D.C. This 
location was called the Dead Letter Office. Officially, until May 
20, 1920, there was no charge for the return of such dead letters 
from the DLO. 

The 1894 Return Letter Envelope in Figure 1 is the type used 
for returns from Washington, D.C. As already mentioned, this 
return was free. Unlike the later envelopes I will show, this one 
is labeled ‘RETURNED DEAD LETTER.’

Note the triangle in the upper left corner. Such figures first 
appeared on DLO envelopes in 1877, and the symbols told the 
inspectors of the contents and governed the process of that mail 
when returned. The triangle figure was a common one used to 
identify items that were sent back to the sender by the Returning 
Division of the DLO. The Returning Division returned all dead  
mail containing a legible address but with no apparent value. 
Incidentally, the minor division used the circle to identify letters 
opened and found to contain no enclosure of value.

This latter comment concerning the Returning Division is to 
me an important one because it indicates, for the first time in any 
official document I have been able to locate, that ordinary letters 
without enclosures were to be returned by the DLO. It is found 
on page 28 of the 1887 Postal Laws and Regulations.

Note the admonition at the left side of the envelope. It reads: 
“N.B. ‘Held for postage’ ‘misdirected’ or ‘unclaimed’ domestic 
letters inclosed in envelopes bearing the name and address of the 
writer, are not sent to the Dead Letter Office to be opened, but are 
returned direct to the senders. For further information upon this 
subject, see Sections 480-502-549 and 551 of the Regulations, 
which will be shown you upon application of your postmaster.”

This admonition emphasizes the importance of corner cards 
upon letters.

   Figure 1

However, in 1917 this changed, presumably for more conve-
nient handling of dead matter, as three Dead Letter Branches were 
formed and took the place of the Washington, D.C. DLO. The first 
two branches, at Chicago and New York City, as announced in 
PB 11273 (Feb. 17, 1917), were added on March 1, 1917, while 
the third in San Francisco, as announced in PB 11323 (Apr. 17, 

1917), was added on May 1, 1917. 
In theory, until  May 20, 1920 (PB 12263 (May 20, 1920)), 

these returns were done without charge, and from that date some 
fee was charged for the return (3¢ at first). 

The Oct. 13, 1917 San Francisco Dead Letter Branch return 
envelope in Figure 2 belies this fact, though. It is dated relatively 
soon after San Francisco became a Dead Letter Branch and re-
markably contains the handstamp ‘Collect One Cent on Delivery’ 
and a 1¢ postage due stamp indicating that 1¢ was collected from 
the addressee.

That is, the official announcement that the return process now 
required the payment of 3¢ (as of May 20, 1920) is contradicted 
by the 1¢ that was collected upon the return of this dead letter to 
Dr. Richter. Is this a forerunner where there was some attempt to 
collect a Dead Letter Branch fee? I cannot find any announcement 
in any official document that supports this idea, but this example 
does just that. As we’ll see with later examples, this early post-
1917 return envelope does not contain an admonition in the left 
lower corner that is seen later that one should ‘Collect Three 
Cents On Delivery.’

   
  
   Figure 2

Although the next example of a Dead Letter Branch return 
envelope does indeed contain this statement, I believe that this 
example in Figure 3 is still a forerunner or at least an early type. 

   Figure 3

This undated New York City return envelope contains a type 
of stamp ‘Collect Three Cents On Delivery’ that I have never seen 
on such an envelope. It is for this reason that I believe that it, too, 
represents a type of forerunner or at least an early attempt at this 
new type of return envelope.
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sor return envelopes used from 1917 to possibly the early 1920s. 

   Figure 6

The return envelope in Figure 7 has a number of characteristics 
that suggest it may be a precursor of some type. It is dated Feb. 
1932, a date that predates the announcement of the period when 
all first class POs became DL Branches. However, it doesn’t have 
a return address from one of the four DL Branches that existed 
from Oct. 1, 1931 and Dec. 1, 1933. It has a blanked-out return 
address from a private company, and the penalty indicium is over a 
pre-stamped envelope (unlike any usual Dead Letter Branch return 
envelope shown before). However, it does have a non-specific, 
but atypical Dead Letter imprint in the upper left, the usual 3¢ 
return envelope comment in the lower left, and a typical triangle 
marking. Therefore, in some manner or another it isn’t usual.

   Figure 7

July 1, 1935 represented another important date in the history 
of DL Branch returns as on that date the fee increased to 5¢ (per 
PB 16709 (July 3, 1935)).

   Figure 8

Finally, with the 1925 New York City Dead Letter Branch 
return envelope in Figure 4 we see an example of the typical such 
envelope used for years. The stamped statement is typical of that 
seen on many subsequent such return envelopes: ‘COLLECT 
THREE CENTS / ON DELIVERY / A letter without the sender’s 
card address on the envelope is / charged with this fee on return.’

The 3¢ in postage due stamps indicated that 3¢ were collected 
from the writer when the dead letter was returned to him.

The six-pointed star symbol on this envelope, also a common 
one, was used by the Minor Division of the Dead Letter Branches 
where valuable enclosures of minor importance were handled. This 
included items such as postage stamps, photographs, unsigned 
deeds, wills, contracts, business papers, etc.

   Figure 4

Next, in Figure 5,  is illustrated an example of a return envelope 
from Chicago,  the last of the three Dead Letter Branches that 
were introduced in 1917. This 1930 example is typical in every 
way, where a 3¢ stamp indicates payment of the Dead Letter 
Branch return fee.

   Figure 5

As of Oct. 1, 1931 (PB 15712 (Sep. 24, 1931)) Boston Mass. 
was added as a fourth Dead Letter Branch. Figure 6 illustrates 
a June 1932 example of a return envelope from Boston where a 
Philadelphia precancelled stamp indicates payment of the Dead 
Letter Branch fee.

Effective Dec. 1, 1933, a major change occurred in the number 
of Dead Letter Branches that existed, as announced in PB 16285 
(Oct 31, 1933). As of Dec. 1,  all first class post offices became 
Dead Letter Branches. 

In order to understand why I believe that the DL Branch enve-
lope I present in Figure 7 is another precursor envelope, a review 
of what happened when the first DL Branches were introduced 
in 1917 is felt to be necessary. Remember that apparently, before 
the 3¢ return DL Branch fee was introduced on May 20, 1920, 
there was evidence presented that there were at least two precur-
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Because all first class post offices were now dead letter offices, 
there had to be some manner in which there could be return enve-
lopes available to all these offices. The Sep. 9, 1941 envelope in 
Figure 8 demonstrates how this was accomplished. Specifically, 
there was an empty line in the return address part of the return 
envelope where the name of the city that was the DL Branch could 
be listed, Bucyrus, Ohio in this case. Since the DL Branch return 
fee was now 5¢, the 5¢ in due stamps here indicated that that fee 
was paid by the addressee. Note that the number of DL Branches 
at this time was probably quite extensive when one considers that 
Bucyrus was one.

Research indicates that the group of cities that became DL 
Branches remained the large group as defined initially in Dec. 1, 
1933 until after 1940 as the definition was the same in the 1940 
PL&R.

This definition changed somewhat effective Jan. 1, 1945 as 
defined in PB 18783 (Dec. 26, 1944) that stated: “On and after 
that date (Jan. 1, 1945) dead-letter branches will be maintained 
only in central accounting post offices and other offices in which 
the postmaster has a salary grade of greater than $4500. Offices 
with salary grades less than $4500 should forward their dead let-
ters to their respective central accounting offices.” I am unable to 
determine which offices this responds to as I can find no list that 
corresponds to this 1945 announcement.

The definition remained the same in the 1948 PL&R except 
the salary grade that marked the separation of the offices became 
$5650. And, as of the PB 15359 (Aug. 15, 1950), DL Branches 
were located at all central accounting offices and all other first 
class offices having receipts of $400,000 or more. Again, I am 
unable to determine which offices this corresponds to as I can find 
no list that corresponds to this 1950 announcement.

However, finally, I can give the reader some idea of the cities 
this may refer to because in the PB 19970 (Aug. 9, 1956) we find 
the following. Namely, as of Aug. 9, 1956, the following 17 cities 
remained DL Branches: Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, 
Dallas, Denver, Honolulu, Memphis, Minneapolis, New York 
City, Philadelphia, Portland, Ore., St. Louis, San Francisco, San 
Juan, P.R., Washington, D.C., and Wichita.

   Figure 9

On the other hand, as of the same date, the following 42 cities 
ceased to be DL Branches: Birmingham, Phoenix, Little Rock, 
New Haven, Wilmington, Del., Jacksonville, Fla., Boise, Indianap-
olis, Des Moines, Topeka, Louisville, Ky., New Orleans, Portland, 
Me., Baltimore, Detroit, Marquette, Vicksburg, Kansas City, Mo., 
Helena, Omaha, Reno, Concord, N.H., Newark, Albuquerque, 
Charlotte, Fargo, Cleveland, Oklahoma City, Pittsburgh, Provi-
dence, Sioux Falls, Nashville, Austin, Salt Lake City, Burlington, 
Richmond, Va., Seattle, Spokane, Charleston, W. Va., Wheeling, 
W. Va., Milwaukee, and Cheyenne. 

That is, the entire group of 59 cities likely comes close to 
fulfilling the requirements for DL Branches defined previously 
in the PB 15359 (Aug. 15, 1950).

I now illustrate three examples of the type of return DLB 
envelopes one finds for this 1945 to 1956 period. The 1955 
Cincinnati example in Figure 9 is the most illustrative because 
the DLB name is stamped into a blank line. That is, the envelope 
is a non-specific one that could be used in any of about the 59 
cities listed. Note the 5¢ fee rate was still in place, and the phrase 
‘COLLECT FIVE CENTS ON DELIVERY’. has been moved 
elsewhere on the envelope. At this late date, there is no symbol 
remaining on the return envelope, and the later return envelopes 
I will show carry no symbol, too.

The next two similar return envelopes are from 1952 and 1954, 
but I showed the Cincinnati one first because it could have been 
used for any of 59 or so DLBs whereas these next two were spe-
cific to a city. The 1952 Chicago example in Figure 10 is similar 
to the 1955 Cincinnati example except it has a specific printed 
Chicago, 7, Ill. return address, had the phrase ‘POSTAGE DUE 
imprinted on it, and it still carried a symbol. By the way, I’m not 
certain what the symbol stands for, but it may indicate that the 
returned letter was valuable.

   Figure 10

The third, 1954, example in Figure 11 is specific to San Fran-
cisco and carries the typical triangle symbol.

   Figure 11

The DLB return fee increased yet again to 10¢ on July 1, 
1958, and was announced in PB 20092, dated June 26, 1958. An 
1960 example from San Francisco is shown in Figure 12. The left 
lower corner statement has changed to ‘THIS CHARGE IS RE-
QUIRED FOR RETURN / OF MAIL FROM A DEAD LETTER 
BRANCH.’ Also, only ‘POSTAGE DUE 10 CENTS’ centrally, 
and no symbol remains.

As of TL-33 of PSM 159.722, dated Jan. 1, 1975, DLBs 
remaining were only 14 of the 17 that were noted in the 1956 
Postal Bulletin mentioned above.  These were: Atlanta, Boston, 
Chicago, Cincinnati, Dallas, Memphis, Minneapolis, New York 
City, Philadelphia, St. Louis, San Francisco, San Juan, P.R., 
Washington, D.C., and Wichita. I am unable to determine when 
Denver, Honolulu, and Portland, Ore. were removed from the list. 
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                    Figure 12

Subsequently, there was steady ongoing attrition of DLBs from this list. Wichita was no longer listed in the first Domestic Mail 
Manual of July 30, 1979. Memphis was removed effective Jan. 4, 1981, Dallas effective Mar. 21, 1981, Minneapolis and St. Louis 
effective Aug. 20, 1982, and Cincinnati effective Sept. 17, 1982. As of the DMM 44 of Sept. 20, 1992, only 5 DLBs remained: Atlanta, 
New York City, Philadelphia, St. Paul, Minn., and San Francisco. Effective July 30, 1994, the NYC DLB closed and the remaining 
four were now called Mail Recovery Centers. Effective May 31, 1996, the Philadelphia MRC closed, while as of Sept. 13, 2002 the 
San Francisco MRC closed, and effective April 26, 2009 the St. Paul MRC closed. Only the Atlanta MRC remains today.

In addition, the DLB return fee changed frequently, to 13¢ on April 18, 1976 (PB 21075), to 20¢ on July 18, 1976 (PB 21087), to 
40¢ on May 29, 1978 (PB 21146), to 70¢ on Mar. 22, 1981 (PB 21290), and was eliminated on Feb. 17, 1985 (PB 21493). The June 
4, 1985 St. Paul DLB return envelope in Figure 13 is a format subsequent to the Figure 12 envelope, and it is a presursor of the 1992 
example in Figure 14 because, since the DLB fee had just been eliminated, the only return envelope available on June 4, 1985 was 
the St. Paul example where the fee was still mentioned, so this printed imprint fee information had to be crossed out. Almost certainly 
there are other DLB and MRC return envelope formats out there that I have not seen and thus cannot be shown here.

 

       Figure 13

       Figure 14


